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1. The Birth of a Scar 
 

  
Hearts can be so cold. They can taunt and smile in a pitiless bliss. They can ravage and 
tear upon defenseless souls. So cold, they sometimes leave a hideous scar.  
     Like they did, with Eddie.  
     The day it happened was years ago. The snowflakes in Iceland drifted from a 
blinding-white sky, like an army of white fairies on parachutes. They landed and melted 
on the numbness in Eddie’s cheeks, as quiet billows of his breath escaped into the 
cold, silent air. 
     And suddenly, like a jagged, slippery boulder hurtling through a placid breeze, a 
massive chunk of ice slammed onto the back of Eddie’s neck. Volcanoes of laughter 
exploded, spewing from the children’s mouths, and when the bullies ran they looked 
like little dwarves as they sprinted on the powdery snow. 
     Ólafur’s hand then clutched the back of Eddie’s neck. He flung him to the ground, 
and as Eddie struggled in the maniacal grip he felt the weight of Ólafur’s knee against 
his back. The tyrant slid his hand to the back of Eddie’s head and plunged his face into 
the mound of snow beneath him. Water trickled into Eddie’s shirt, and in a desperate 
struggle he finally broke free and ran. The bullies chased him down the icy road as he 
raced towards his house. Ólafur stopped and noticed a stone that was lodged in the 
snow, and with a mischievous grin he kicked it with the heel of his boot. When the 
stone became loose, he pulled it out of the ground and brushed the snow from its 
surface, smirking as he clutched it tightly in his fist.   
     Eddie was sprinting frantically. He could see his house, but of course it was too 
late. Like a bolt searing through the poor boy’s skull, the stone smacked him on the 
temple by his eye, and on the glittering snow the crimson blood drops fell.  
     The snow was stained. 



     The laughter of  the bullies chased him down the street, and Eddie’s temple 
throbbed, and bled, and festered. He rushed into his house, his hands trembling as he 
slammed the door behind him. In a tearful silence he slowly paced through the hallway, 
wandered into the bedroom and sat helplessly on his mattress. Almost instantly the 
boy began to weep, and without looking up he was taunted by the faint sounds of 
jeering voices from outside, and ice-packed snowballs pounding against his window.  
     The sobs overtook him like a seizure. When he finally calmed his breathing and 
gathered his thoughts, he realized that his tears were not just from the cruelty he faced 
that afternoon, but from a pattern that had developed for more than a year. And so 
his mind began to reminisce over all the days when Ólafur had played these heartless 
games, time and time again. The resentment lingered in his eyes. He remained still as 
another snowball pounded against the window, ignoring the laughter from outside as 
the memories unfurled in his mind.  
     For reasons Eddie didn’t yet understand, he found himself reliving the other times 
when Ólafur had tormented him. How long will this go on? he asked himself. Why do I 
continue tolerating all their cruel abuse?  
     And sadly, the bully’s habit of harassing him had turned into a routine. But 
something was different about this day. Eddie realized that he had reached a breaking 
point, some threshold that would pave his reckless pursuit of revenge. His anger 
seemed like it was trapped beneath a massive sheet of ice, and the only way for it to 
escape was upward through its surface.  
     In spite of this, however, and as contemplative as he’d been in recent weeks, the 
boy did nothing more that evening except wash his face before lying down to sleep. 
He had yet to look at his own reflection, or to see if the stone had left any scratches 
on his forehead.  
     When he woke the following morning he immediately discovered that his head was 
still sore. He began to wonder if he had sustained a bruise. Struggling to open his eyes 
from a heavy night’s sleep, he walked to his mirror and looked into the glass. In his 
reflection there was a deep cut running down his face, a glowing red mark that was 
staring back at him. It was a jagged streak, presumably from the stone that had struck 
him, and it ran from the temple by his eye down the side of  his cheek. It was a defining 
moment for Eddie, when he stared at this cut for the first time. In the weeks to come 
it would turn into a scar, and in his own bitter awareness he would carry it with him 
for the rest of  his life. And every time he saw that mark on his face, he thought of  
Ólafur.   
     His scar had been born.  
 


